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Honors

I Nobel prize (1989)



What he is (most) famous for
I The Probability Approach in Econometrics

I The statistical implications of a system of simultaneous
equations (Econometrica ’43)

I The probability approach in econometrics (Econometrica ’44)

I Read also

I Econometric Causality (International Statistical Review, 2008)

I Causal Analysis After Haavelmo, J. Heckman and R. Pinto
(Econometric Theory, 2015)

I Haavelmo’s contributions to simultaneous-equations
estimation, J.S. Chipman (Econometric Theory, 2015)

I Statistical modeling of monerary policy and its effects,
C.A. Sims (Nobel Prize Lecture, December 2011)

I A semantic interpretation of Haavelmo’s structure of
econometrics, G. Davis (Economics and Philosophy, 2000)



In his words...







HAAVELMO 44



Mathematics and Economics



Mathematics and Economics: Experiments



Mathematics and Economics: Experiments







Models, Hypothesis and Facts



Models, Hypothesis and Facts



Models, Hypothesis and Facts



HAAVELMO 43

In the paper where he initiated simultaneous equations modeling,
he showed how an hypothesized joint distribution for disturbance
terms is transformed by the model into a distribution for the

observed data, and went on to show how this allowed
likelihood-based methods for estimating parameters. (Sims)



The Statistical Implications of a System of Simultaneous Equations



Section 2
I Present what is (by now) a standard simultaneity problem. Let
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In a system of equations, involving certain specified (but not observable)

stochastical variables (ε1, ε2), the observable variables involved (X ,Y )

may be considered as transformations of the specified stochastical

ones. Therefore, the specification of the distribution of these theoretical

variables permits us, usually, to calculate the joint distribution of the

observable variables, or certain properties of this distribution. This joint

distribution should be studied to clarify the stochastical relationship,

which the equation system implies with respect to the observable

variables. [...]

And then, to avoid inconsistencies [...], all formulae for estimating the

parameters involved should be derived on the basis of this joint
probability law of all the observable variables involved in the system.

I This is the essentially the definition of structural modeling, made
general by Hurwicz (1962) On the Structural Form of
Interdependent Systems



Sections 3 and 4

I Formulate a 3-equations dynamic macroeconomic model show

the pitfalls in the approach of many economists (of the era) to

... assume that the observed series for c , i , y satisfy the

equations "apart from some small deviations, which vary up

and down around zero”. Then use the time series to

least-squares estimate the parameters of the equations

separately from one another

β̂ = argmin
∑
t

(ct − βyt)2 , κ̂ = argmin
∑
t

(it − κct)2

I More on the macroeconomic model with the critiques in the

Sims’ lecture



Sections 3 and 4

1. The notion that one can operate with some vague idea about

"small errors" without introducing the concepts of stochastical

variables and probability distributions, is, I think, based upon

an illusion

2. Think that the statistical specification job is done when they

have stated that: For each point of time, t, [shocks in either

equation] are a random variable with a certain probability

distribution.

I Specifying only the marginal says nothing, and the usual
assumption of shocks {εc,t , εi,t}t≥0 εj,s ⊥ εk,r ∀ (j , s) 6= (k , r)

invalidates the OLS procedure.



2011 Nobel Prize Lecture



https://www.nobelprize.org/uploads/2018/06/sims_lecture.pdf

I Word count

I economic- 52

I Haavelmo 41

I parameter 40

I Keynes- (includes Keynesian) 32

I VAR 22

I Bayes- (includes Bayesian) 17

I Friedman 7

I Sargent 6



Chris Sims Nobel Prize Lecture

I Contextualize 43-44 contributions in the debate (with Keynes)
spurred from Tinbergen 39

I Keynes irritated reaction to the tedium of grappling with the
many numbers and equations [...] finds counterparts to this
day in the reaction of some economic theorists to careful,
large-scale probability modeling of data. Haavelmo’s ideas
constituted a research agenda that to this day attracts many
of the best economists...

I Two critiques: i) frequentist inference and ii) unclear
treatment of policy interventions. ⇒ Bayesian VARs

I The problem of econometric modeling for policy advice is to
use the historically estimated joint distribution of policy
behavior and economic outcomes to construct accurate
probability distributions for outcomes conditional on
contemplated policy actions not yet taken.



Tinbergen-Keynes-Haavelmo

I Tinbergen 39: First multiple-equation, statistically estimated
economic time series model.

I Keynes: Can a statistical model like this ever be a framework
for testing a theory?

I Haavelmo: Even if they [economic models] are used to make a
forecast that is a single number, we understand that the
forecast will not be exactly correct

I We should not give up hope of testing models once we accept
that their predictions have error terms [Keynes implication]

I Can test and compare models, provided that they include a
characterization of the nature of their errors

I Write models as probability distributions for the observed data
(43-44 contributions)



Two weaknesses that [...] partially discredited the research program

I Frequentist (Neyman-Pearson) hypothesis testing

I Analyst cannot assign probability distributions to parameters

I Limits the possibility to

1. Studying real-time decision-making under uncertainty (need to
assessthe likelihood of various parameter values)

2. Combine information from model likelihood with beliefs of
experts/policymakers

I Limitations would have been overcome had the literature
recognized the value of a Bayesian perspective on inference.

I When Haavelmo’s ideas were scaled up to apply to models of
the size needed for serious macroeconomic policy analysis, the
attempt to scale up the hypothesis-testing theory of inference
simply did not work in practice.

I So, not really his fault.



Two weaknesses that [...] partially discredited the research program

I Failure to confront the conceptual difficulties in modeling
policy decisions as both

I Part of the economic model (also described by probability
distributions)

I Something we can consider changing (and predict how other
stuff responds)

I Not even a Lucas critique (any change in policy will
systematically alter the structure of econometric models), a
policy behavior equation is lacking at all!

I Haavelmo ’43 presents a 3 equations model

1. Consumption equation ct = αyt + β + εt
2. Investment equation it = κct + νt
3. Accounting identity yt = it + ct



The incriminated part

After showing (Sec 3) that none of the equations 1-3 have no
practical significance (in isolation) for prediction purposes (and that
specifying the marginal distribution of the structural shocks ε isn’t
enough either), Haavelmo ’43 goes on to say...



The incriminated part



Sims’ Conclusion
The confrontation between the monetarists and the Keynesian large scale
modelers made clear that econometric modeling of macroeconomic data
had not delivered on Haavelmo’s research program. He had proposed
that economic theories should be formulated as probability distributions
for the observable data, and that they should be tested against each
other on the basis of formal assessments of their statistical fit. This was
not happening. The Keynesians argued that the economy was complex,
requiring hundreds of equations, large teams of researchers, and years of
effort to model it. The monetarists argued that only a few variables were
important and that a single regression, plus some charts and historical
story-telling, made their point.

Furthermore, neither side in this debate recognized the centrality of
incorporating policy behavior itself into the model of the economy. In the
exchanges between Albert Ando and Franco Modigliani (1965) on the
one hand, and Milton Friedman and David Meiselman on the other,
much of the disagreement was over what should be taken as
“autonomous” or “exogenous”.


